Online Resources

Did you know about the Career Road Map? (hbu.edu/roadmap)
• Discover your calling by seeing ways to learn about what God's called you to do
• Plan ahead on how to be marketable to recruiters and employers
• Make a checklist of things and experiences to do before you graduate

Career Library (hbu.edu/careerlibrary)
• "Check out" resources on resumes, cover letters, interview tips, and more
• Research tools on graduate schools
• Branding advice on marketing yourself and your skills

Zoom Appointments and Email Feedback (careerandcalling@hbu.edu)
• Aaron and Debra are here for your career development needs: resume reviewed by email or a discussion by phone/zoom AND set up time for a virtual mock interview so that you are prepared for the next step!
• Email us to let us know when you’d like to meet with us, or send us your resume and/or cover letter to get quick feedback

Summer Internships (hbu.edu/internships)
• Employers are planning for summer internships so take time to have your resume reviewed by email or a discussion by phone/zoom AND set up time for a virtual mock interview so that you are prepared
• Go to: hbu.edu/internships to apply for the Community Internship Program and learn more about who's hiring HBU students!

HANDSHAKE (aka the new "Hire-A-Husky")
• Career and Calling has been working "behind the scenes" to update and upgrade your job searching experience.
• Soon you'll get an email to join Handshake, the new job searching and resume posting platform for HBU students and alumni
• You'll have access to nationwide jobs from approved employers, be able to make online appointments, and much, much more!

Career & Calling
• hbu.edu/careerandcalling
• careerandcalling@hbu.edu
• 281-649-3139
• Virtual appt via Zoom

"DISCOVER. DECLARE. DECIDE. DESTINY."

WHETHER YOU TURN TO THE RIGHT OR TO THE LEFT, YOUR EARS WILL HEAR VOICE BEHIND YOU, SAYING, “THIS IS THE WAY, WALK IN IT.” -ISAIAH 30:21